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once upon a time in americaAmazon hunts for home-brewed growth solutions
Amazon.com Inc. said on Friday that it is forming a new artificial intelligence team
that will hunt for ways to apply the technology in how the Seattle-based retailer's
sellers perform their businesses. Amazon hopes to turn its set of digital assistants and
software into a new generation of tools that will give sellers a way to automate some
tasks and help with others, said Brad Smith, vice president of global policies and the
chief privacy officer. Amazon has increasingly shifted to pushing digital assistants as a
way to make it easier for customers to shop, using microphones in the Amazon Echo
speaker and other products to identify what is being said and suggest relevant
purchases. "We're starting with a mindset that we want to add value for sellers in their
business," Smith told The Wall Street Journal in an interview on Friday. Amazon's
interest in leveraging its technology to help sellers is significant because a way for
sellers to automate tasks that are mundane but necessary for providing a service could
give them a more competitive advantage by helping them focus on other parts of the
business that are less automated, said T.C. Peterson, an analyst with Wells Fargo
Securities. And because Amazon's technology is so often used by sellers to inform its
shoppers of the availability of new products or to help speed up the purchase process,
Amazon may be a potential source of clients for sellers who are using its technology.
The Seattle-based company will not say how many people it plans to hire for the
program, but Smith said that it will be a small group of developers who can work
independently. Amazon declined to say whether that team will be focused on artificial
intelligence or how it will operate. Smith said that the team will be led by a technical
person and has not yet reached a hiring decision. The company plans to unveil the
team's initial thoughts in the next few months, and Smith said he expects that the
strategy will be to let sellers be "the first ones to use this technology." Copyright 2018
IDG Communications. ABN 14 001 592 650. All rights reserved. Reproduction in whole
or in part in any form or medium without express written permission of IDG
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